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Life cycles, fitness decoupling and the
evolution of multicellularity
Katrin Hammerschmidt1*, Caroline J. Rose1*, Benjamin Kerr2 & Paul B. Rainey1,3

Cooperation is central to the emergence of multicellular life; however, the means by which the earliest collectives (groups
of cells) maintained integrity in the face of destructive cheating types is unclear. One idea posits cheats as a primitive germ
line in a life cycle that facilitates collective reproduction. Here we describe an experiment in which simple cooperating
lineages of bacteria were propagated under a selective regime that rewarded collective-level persistence. Collectives
reproduced via life cycles that either embraced, or purged, cheating types. When embraced, the life cycle alternated
between phenotypic states. Selection fostered inception of a developmental switch that underpinned the emergence of
collectives whose fitness, during the course of evolution, became decoupled from the fitness of constituent cells. Such
development and decoupling did not occur when groups reproduced via a cheat-purging regime. Our findings capture
key events in the evolution of Darwinian individuality during the transition from single cells to multicellularity.
Cooperation has a central role in the evolution of multicellularity1–8.
Even under laboratory conditions, simple undifferentiated groups of
cooperating cells readily evolve; however, such groups are often short
lived: selection typically favours the evolution of cheats9–14. Cheats are
cells that do not contribute towards group integrity, but nonetheless take
advantage of the benefit that accrues from being part of a collective7.
In the absence of cheater-suppression mechanisms, cheats may prosper to the point where the integrity of any newly emerged group is
compromised15–18. The problem of cheating has led to the suggestion
that the evolution of mechanisms for cheater suppression is a critical
step in the transition to multicellularity18–21. In this Article we explore
an alternative possibility; namely, that cheats may play a critical role in
a simple multicellular life cycle where the central problem is not cheater
suppression, but rather controlled generation of this phenotype22.
The evolution of simple groups of bacteria occurs repeatedly when
populations of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens are propagated
in spatially structured microcosms9,23,24. Such collectives—‘wrinkly
spreader’ (WS) mats—arise by spontaneous mutations from the ancestral ‘smooth’ (SM) genotype23,25. The mutations cause WS cells to overproduce a cell–cell glue25–27 that holds daughter cells together following
cell division28. The net effect is a cellular mat that colonizes the air–broth
interface. Although glue production is costly to individual cells, the trait
spreads29 because the group of mat-forming cells reaps an advantage
(access to oxygen) that is denied to individual cells9.
The life span of WS mats is brief: selection acting on individual cells
favours mutant types that cheat. Cheating cells are phenotypically SM
and no longer produce adhesive glues9; nonetheless they take advantage
of the benefit that accrues from being part of the mat. In the absence of
any mechanism of cheater repression, cheats prosper—ultimately weakening the fabric of the mat to the point where it collapses9.
While cheats pose a significant problem, the tension between cooperating and cheating cells could fuel evolution22,30,31. Consider a newly
emergent WS mat. In the absence of a means of collective-level reproduction, the mat, like soma, is an evolutionary dead end. The emergence
of cheats however is guaranteed. While cheats may destroy the mat, they
also stand as a means of mat reproduction, provided they can regenerate

the mat. The cycling between WS groups and SM cells—driven by the
niche-constructing activities of each type32—has the potential to generate a primitive life cycle30 (Fig. 1a, left panel) and with this the possibility that WS groups might participate, even just marginally, as units
of selection in the process of Darwinian evolution33.

Embracing cheats
To test the plausibility of the idea that SM cells might function as the
seeds for a new generation of WS mats, we propagated mats under a
regime in which SM cells were integral to mat reproduction (Fig. 1a,
left panel) (this treatment stands in stark contrast to a regime discussed
below in which cheats are purged (Fig. 1a, right panel)). Each generation was founded by a single WS genotype (Fig. 1b). For lines to persist
WS mats had to remain intact (viable) until the end of phase I, and be
fecund (produce SM types). In addition, during the three-day phase II
period, SM cells were required to transition back to WS. On completion
of the cycle a single colony of the most dominant WS type was transferred to a fresh microcosm ensuring new WS mats arise through a
bottleneck and are thus re-established free of within-mat conflicts5,34.
Transitioning between group and single-cell phases relies initially
upon mutation and poses significant challenges. In an initial experiment
in which 120 lines were required to repeatedly transition between WS
and SM states, all lines went extinct by the sixth life-cycle generation.
Extinction was primarily due to insufficient SM-cell production before
day six of phase I (Fig. 1c).
Given the prominent role of cheats and the requirement for mutation
to transition each phase of the life cycle, the persistence of lines through
six generations is surprising: it indicates a capacity for innovation. Such
a capacity might, under different circumstances, provide opportunity
for evolutionary refinement to the point where cycling through phases
could come under developmental control.
Most non-neutral mutations are deleterious and thus prone to eventually disrupt the life cycle. Persistence is therefore likely to depend on
viable lines having an opportunity to export their success to a new microcosm by division of the lineage. Were the splitting of viable lines to operate concomitantly with the elimination of unsuccessful lines then selection
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Figure 1 | Experimental regimes and extinction dynamics. a, Cheatembracing (CE) and cheat-purging (CP) regimes. b, Each line is founded by a
single WS genotype (yellow). After 6 days in phase I cells are harvested, plated
and screened for SM colonies (red). Pooled SM colonies found phase II.
After 3 days cells are harvested, plated and screened for WS colonies. A single
WS colony of the dominant type founds the next generation. To avoid
extinction, the WS mat of each line must be intact at the end of phase I and WS
types must have produced SM cells; by the end of phase II, SM types must have
produced WS cells. c, Persistence of lines (n 5 120) and causes of extinction.

among lineages might allow the possibility for life-cycle-enhancing mutations, which are beneficial over the longer time scale of the life cycle, to
outrun life-cycle-disrupting mutations16,35,36.

Adaptive evolution and fitness decoupling
To allow for selection among lines, we took 120 microcosms, each containing a single WS mat, and divided these into 15 replicate populations,
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Figure 2 | Evolution under the CE regime. a, Lines (n 5 120) are arranged as
15 replicate populations of 8 lines each (one replicate is depicted). The
experiment involved a total of 2,400 microcosms and 140 days of selection.
Extinction events provide opportunity for viable lines to reproduce.
Reproduction allows export of a viable line to a new microcosm. Lines marked
for reproduction were chosen at random and replacements took place
within the same replicate. b, Fitness of derived lines and their single cell
constituents relative to ancestral (ANC) types: line fitness increased
significantly, whereas cell-level fitness decreased. One lineage generation was
performed for each of three replicate fitness assays for each line. Error bars are
s.e.m., based on n 5 14.

each composed of 8 lines (Fig. 2a). Lines that failed to complete the life
cycle provided an opportunity for viable lines to export their success to
a new microcosm. Upon the demise of a particular lineage, a viable line
within the same replicate was chosen at random and allowed to replace
the extinct type (Fig. 2a). Extinction occurred at high frequency resulting
in ,5 replacements per generation (per replicate). After ten life-cycle
generations each population housed viable lines. Selection on lineage
viability—and concomitantly fecundity—was thus central to persistence.
To determine the course of evolution, the fitness of isolates from
evolved lines was measured relative to ancestral types. A single WS genotype representative of each population (of eight lines) was taken at the
end of the selection period (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1a).
In addition, 15 independent WS genotypes were obtained one mutational step from the ancestral SM genotype, thus providing a ‘baseline’
reference for ancestral fitness (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1a).
All representative WS genotypes were competed against a lacZ-marked
reference strain (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1b, left panel),
allowing the competitive performance of all ancestral and evolved types
to be assessed against a single common genotype22. From a multi-level
selection perspective37, any trait may have different impacts on the fitness of cycling lines and individual cells. To address this issue, we introduce two different fitness measures. Fitness of lines was defined as the
number of WS mat offspring left relative to the marked competitor (Extended Data Fig. 1b, left panel); and cell fitness was assessed as the total
number of cells contained within individual mats (irrespective of WS
or SM type) at the end of the phase I period. Additional measures of
cell-level performance are described below.
Fitness of evolved lines—as determined by the ability to leave mat
offspring relative to ancestral types—improved significantly (x2 5 4.262,
degrees of freedom (d.f.) 5 1, P 5 0.039; Fig. 2b and Extended Data
Table 1a). This is consistent with an evolutionary response to selection
and shows that when SM cells are integral to the reproduction of WS
mats, lines not only persist, but their ecological performance improves.
While fitness of evolved lines improved, cell fitness significantly
decreased (t79 5 3.092, P 5 0.0027; Fig. 2b and Extended Data Table 1a).
This is a notable result: success at the level of evolving lineages has come
at a cost to the individual cells of which the lines are composed. The
fact that fitness of the evolved lines is no longer explicable in terms of
the fitness of individual cells indicates that lineage fitness has become
decoupled from individual cell fitness. This is consistent with theoretical
predictions that during major evolutionary transitions selection shifts
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from the lower (cell) to the higher (collective) level2,38. With such a shift
arises a new kind of biological individual whose emergence is likely to
curtail the independent evolution of lower-level entities5.

Phenotypic traits underpinning lineage improvement
Traits inherent in the individual cells must explain the improved reproductive capacity of lines37. To explore adaptations that contributed to
increased fitness of lines, life history properties were determined relative to ancestral types. Three replicate microcosms of each representative genotype were destructively sampled each day throughout phase I
and II and the frequency of each type determined. With interest in the
possibility that selection might have tuned life history characteristics to
suit the duration of each phase, the number of days of propagation was
doubled in both phase I (12 days) and phase II (6 days).
Evolved lines increased their capacity to generate the phenotype
required for the next stage of the life cycle. This was evident in both
phases: the new type was produced earlier and more reliably compared
to the ancestral baseline lineages (x2 5 5.442, d.f. 5 1, P 5 0.0197; Fig. 3a
and Extended Data Table 1b). Moreover it was maximal at day six, suggesting tuning to the periodicity of the selection regime. Enhanced capacity
to generate each stage of the life cycle was not explained by an increase
in total cell density (density of the ancestral lineages was greater than
that of the derived types F1 5 51.521, P , 0.0001; Fig. 3b and Extended
Data Table 1b).
The level of SM occurrence in phase I, and WS occurrence in phase II,
is strongly related to line fitness (Extended Data Fig. 2a, b) in both the
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derived and ancestral types (evolved: x2 5 12.324, d.f. 5 1, n 5 14,
P 5 0.0004; baseline: x2 5 22.801, d.f. 5 1, n 5 15, P , 0.0001; Extended
Data Table 2). Notably, five ancestral lines with high fitness had a tendency towards early production of the next life phase of the life cycle
(Extended Data Fig. 2a). After selection, this propensity for reliable production was present in the majority of lines (Extended Data Fig. 2b). In
successful lines—those lines capable of completing the life cycle—this
was not attributable to an increase in the number of cells in the next
phase of the life cycle (F1 5 0.589, P 5 0.4431; Extended Data Fig. 3a
and Extended Data Table 1b), nor to a change in the proportion of cells
of the next phase (F1 5 1.701, P 5 0.1926; Extended Data Fig. 3b and
Extended Data Table 1b). In fact the proportion of cells (and number
of cells) marking the next stage of the life cycle was often higher in ancestral lineages (Extended Data Figs 3a, b).
The increase in the frequency of occurrence of the alternative cell
type suggests that the transition rate between stages of the life cycle—a
form of development—may have been the focus of selection. However,
an alternative possibility is that the growth rate of cells has increased such
that it is more likely for a given cell type (for example, SM) to reach critical
numbers before the end of the phase in which it was generated (for
example, phase I). Furthermore, higher cell growth could lead to a greater
cumulative number of cell divisions and thus an increased chance of
generating the next cell type (for example, WS during phase II), however the abundance patterns in Fig. 3b stand in contrast to this idea. A
simple mathematical model shows that the possibilities for producing
cells of the opposing type via evolution of increased rates of switching
readily outpaces any such possibilities arising from improvement in cell
growth rate31. Nonetheless, to see whether growth rate had changed we
determined the maximum growth rate of SM cells.
Compared to the growth rate of SM cells harvested from the ancestral lineages, the growth rate of SM cells harvested from the derived
CE lines did not increase (t74 5 1.527, P 5 0.1315; Extended Data Fig. 4
and Extended Data Table 1a). This leaves increase in the rate of transition as a clear remaining explanation for the enhanced likelihood of
detecting the new type in derived lines.
Natural selection can operate on a trait at any given hierarchical level
provided the trait is heritable and covaries with fitness at that level, but
determining the appropriate level is challenging, especially during transitions where selection is expected to act simultaneously at multiple
levels2,39. To discern the level of selection at which traits are associated
with fitness we performed a regression and correlation analysis on traits
of lines and the single cells of which they are composed. The increased
capacity to transition from WS to SM predicts line fitness in the derived
lineages (Extended Data Figs 5a, b and Extended Data Table 2). Moreover, line fitness is not related to, and therefore cannot be explained by,
the competitive performance of single cells (Extended Data Fig. 5b).
Increased line fitness is therefore a probable product of selection on properties favouring transitions between life cycle phases—a developmental
programme—rather than isolated success of cells within the phases.
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Figure 3 | Life history traits under the CE regime. a, Proportion of lines
producing the morphotype required for the next phase of the life cycle (that is,
SM from WS during phase I and WS from SM during phase II). b, Total cell
density. Black, derived; grey, ancestral. Grey shaded panels indicate the
extension of each phase as compared to the selection regime. Error bars are
s.e.m., based on n # 15. *P , 0.05, using a generalized linear model (error
structure: binomial; link function: logit) and subsequent post hoc contrasts per
day for a; and analysis of variance (ANOVA) and subsequent post hoc contrasts
per day for b. CFU, colony forming unit.

The capacity for the fittest lines to transition through phases of the life
cycle was markedly more rapid and reliable in derived lines compared
to ancestral types (Extended Data Fig. 6). Notable was the phenotypic
similarity between recurrences suggestive of a specific switch-like mechanism. The genome of the fittest lineage, line 17, was sequenced at generations 4 (WS8) and 11 (WS22) (Extended Data Fig. 7a). In addition, four
independent replicate colonies of the 11-generation WS type (WS22)
were transferred through three additional rounds of the two-phase life
cycle culminating in four independent generation-14 WS types: the
genome of one of these WS types (WS28) was sequenced, plus its immediate SM predecessor (SM27) (Extended Data Fig. 7a).
If the life cycle is initially driven by spontaneous mutation, then seven
mutations should distinguish generation-4 WS (WS8) from ancestral
SM (SM1). Comparative analysis revealed five mutations in loci known
to effect expression of WS and SM types23. Next we interrogated the
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Purging cheats
Reproduction of mats in the cheat-embracing (CE) regime underpinned
significant evolutionary change. The causative factor is of central interest. While it is possible that a life cycle of two phases is key, reproduction
via a bottleneck phase, combined with selection among lineages, may be
sufficient. To test for such a possibility we performed a control experiment in which WS mats were propagated under a ‘cheat-purging’ (CP)
regime. The sole difference between the CP and CE regimes is the cell
phenotype that passes through the bottleneck: under the CP regime the
cell passing through the bottleneck is a WS cell (Fig. 1a, right panel).
Reproduction via the CP regime is analogous to fragmentation.
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genome of the generation-11 WS (WS22). This differed from the ancestral SM type by 53 mutations (Supplementary Table 1). This unexpectedly large number of mutations is a consequence of an elevated mutation
rate attributable to a single nucleotide polymorhpism in mutS (A1489C,
which leads to a Tyr497Pro substitution).
An obvious question is whether the mutS (A1489C) mutation has a
direct role in promoting switching. An alternative possibility would be
that mutS increased the probability of a different mutation that directly
caused elevated switching and then hitchhiked with the switch-causing
mutation. The mutant mutS allele was reverted to wild type and the capacity of line-17 wild-type mutS (mutSWT) to pass rapidly and repeatedly
through phases of the life cycle was checked. The mutSWT line was significantly impaired in this capacity, indicating that switching depends
directly on mutS.
The genome of a single generation-14 WS (WS28) was next compared
to its immediate SM (SM27) progenitor (Extended Data Fig. 7a and
Supplementary Table 1). Because of the mutator background, several
mutations had fixed in the WS genome; however, of note was a frameshift mutation in a tract of seven guanine residues in wspR (nucleotides
742–748) resulting in an additional guanine in the SM type. wspR encodes
a diguanylate cyclase and is one of 39 such genes that can, in principle,
underpin expression of the WS phenotype (and its loss)23,26,27. Given that
the tract of guanine residues overlaps the active site of WspR (ref. 40)
we considered the possibility that the mutS mutation might have turned
wspR into a genetic switch enabling rapid and predictable transitioning
between SM and WS through expansion and contraction of the tract of
guanines41 in a manner reminiscent of a contingency locus42. A disproportionate increase in the number of frameshift mutations in the mutS
genotype, specifically in tracts of guanine (and corresponding cytosine)
residues (Supplementary Table 1), supports this possibility43.
The DNA sequence of wspR was obtained from every WS and SM
genotype that arose from fourfold replication of the generation-11 line-17
WS through three additional ‘expedited’ rounds of the life cycle (Extended
Data Fig. 7a). As shown in Extended Data Fig. 7b many of the transitions between WS and SM from generation 10 onward correlated with
expansion (wspR OFF) or contraction (wspR ON) of the guanine tract.
In a control experiment, performed with line-17 mutSWT, the slower and
less reliable transition between phenotypic states did not, with a single
exception, involve the tract of guanine residues.
The existence of a genetic switch in line-17 is highly advantageous
to the collective: it strengthens heritability between recurrences; integrates both phases into essentially a single entity; and constitutes a critical first step in the emergence of differentiation4. Genome sequencing
showed that the mutS-dependent switch arose in just a single lineage,
but fixed in all eight populations of the replicate. Its evolution was reliant
on earlier mutations in Wsp that preserved functionality of the pathway
while ensuring constitutive activation of WspR25. It also depended on
mutations elsewhere in the genome that exhausted alternate genetic
routes to WS. Together, this set of prior mutations, in conjunction with
mutS (A1489C), conferred special significance to the tract of guanine
residues in wspR. While dependency on mutS might seem a dangerous
liaison, the life cycle provides ample opportunity for purifying selection to maintain integrity of the SM type and refine the switch.
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Figure 4 | Evolution under the CP regime. a, Lines (n 5 120) are arranged
as 15 replicates of eight (one replicate is depicted). The experiment involved a
total of 2,400 microcosms. Extinction events provide an opportunity for viable
lines to reproduce. Reproduction allows export of a viable line to a new
microcosm. Lines marked for reproduction were chosen at random and
replacements took place within the same replicate. b, Fitness of derived lines
and their single cell constituents relative to ancestral (ANC) types: both line and
cell-level fitness increased significantly. One lineage generation was performed
for each of three replicate fitness assays for each line. Error bars are s.e.m.,
based on n 5 15.

Conventional wisdom predicts that the CP regime will have the greatest evolutionary potential. Indeed, after 10 generations of lineage selection (Fig. 4a) fitness of evolved lines improved significantly (x2 5 15.737,
d.f. 5 1, P , 0.0001; Fig. 4b and Extended Data Table 1a). However, this
was accompanied by a similar improvement in the fitness of single cells
(t86 5 2.132, P 5 0.036; Fig. 4b and Extended Data Table 1a). Improvement in the fitness of evolved lines can be explained solely by improvement in individual cell performance. The striking response observed
under the CE regime can therefore be attributed to a life cycle of alternating phases.
To explore adaptations of the CP regime that contributed to increased
lineage performance, life history properties were determined relative to
ancestral types, as for the CE regime. No increase was seen in the capacity
for WS types to transition to SM. Indeed, a significantly lower proportion of the derived groups produced SM (x2 5 8.199, df 5 1, P 5 0.0042)
and SM types took longer to arise (Extended Data Fig. 8a), hinting at the
possibility that cheater suppression might have begun to evolve under
this regime (Extended Data Figs 8b–d).
Under the CP regime enhanced line fitness in the derived lineages is
explained by changes in traits that improve the competitive ability of
individual cells (Extended Data Figs 5c, d and Extended Data Table 2).
Enhanced line fitness under the CP regime can be viewed as a by-product
of selection at the lower (cell) level. The rate of transition between WS
and SM correlates negatively with cell fitness parameters and is not associated with the CP-line fitness. In contrast to the CE regime, in which the
WS to SM transition rate increased in a manner interpretable as a consequence of selection at the level of collectives, this trait decreased in the
CP regime consistent with selection operating at the cell level. Evolution of this trait in opposing directions can be viewed as resulting from
selection at different levels.

Perspective
Multicellular organisms are descendants of once free-living cells1,3,4.
By virtue of their capacity for differential reproduction, ancestral freeliving cells were units of selection33. During the transition to multicellularity, collectives of cells emerged that came to participate in Darwinian
processes in their own right2,5,11,19. The essential ingredient was a means
of collective reproduction5,11. This most seminal of Darwinian properties emerges afresh at each transition and requires explanation44. Here
we have shown that cheating cells—those types seemingly most detrimental to the persistence of newly formed cooperative entities—can
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function as a germ line within a life cycle that facilitates the reproduction of collectives. Moreover, the two-phase life cycle presents selection
with an altogether new kind of biological entity: each state becomes a
different attribute of a single organism whose evolution is unified through
a developmental programme45. When reproduction of collectives is via
fragmentation (a single-phase life cycle), the traits that yield success at
the higher level are largely those that determine success of single cells.
This offers limited opportunity for the emergence of new kinds of biological individuality because properties of higher and lower levels remain
aligned19,38.
Direct observation of early stages in an evolutionary transition requires
that issues surrounding levels of selection be considered2,5,19. This necessarily leads to territory in which a range of perspectives is possible (see
Supplementary Discussion). Our experimental design incorporates an
ecology that is explicitly multi-level: both individual cells (that reproduce once every hour), and individual lineages (that reproduce once
every 9 days) can be units of selection; however, selection operates on
cells and lineages over different timescales. While selection on individual cells favours short-term success, short-term success is unlikely to
facilitate persistence of lineages. Indeed, persistence requires more than
simply switching between phenotypes: it involves a developmental programme that underpins expression of a collective phase in which a somalike body is constructed from germ-like cells. Cells of the body must
simultaneously play an ecological role (maintaining the body near oxygen via a robust mat phenotype) while producing the seeds of the next
generation of bodies (the germ-like cells). Given sufficient variation
among lineages, then selection over the longer timescale stands to conquer the short-term interests of individual cells. This appears to have
happened in our CE regime with decoupling of fitness between levels
supporting the view that selection has begun the process of transitioning to the higher (collective) level—with the lower level beginning to
function for the good of the collective.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Strains and medium. Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 (ref. 46) was grown at
28 uC in 25-ml static glass microcosms containing 6 ml of King’s Medium B (with
loose caps), and on King’s Medium B agar plates for 48 h. For competitive assays,
strains marked with lacZ (ref. 47) allowed types to be distinguished by plating on
media containing 60 mg ml21 X-gal.
CE regime. The CE regime (Fig. 1a, left panel) involved a two-phase life cycle (Fig. 1b).
The experiment was founded by a single ancestral SBW25 genotype that initiated
phase II. After 3 days of static incubation (phase II), 1.5 3 1027 ml (50 ml of a
3.35 3 105-fold dilution) was plated and a single WS colony of the most abundant
morphotype was picked from each plate to inoculate a fresh microcosm (Fig. 1b).
This marked the start of phase I of the first generation. Following 6 days of static
incubation (phase I), microcosms were visually inspected to check for the presence
of an intact mat. Lines that had no mat at day six were deemed extinct. Microcosms
containing lines with intact mats were vortex mixed and 2.5 3 1028 ml (200 ml of a
8.0 3 106-fold dilution) plated on solid media. After 48 h incubation plates were
inspected. To avoid extinction and successfully passage to phase II it was necessary
for lines to have produced SM types. All SM colonies were transferred to 200 ml
liquid medium and incubated for 24 h under static conditions. The pooled set (from
each microcosm) were mixed and 6 ml was used to inoculate phase II microcosms.
CP regime. The CP regime (Fig. 1a, right panel) was identical to the CE regime
except that during the life cycle cheats were purged and WS founded both phases
of the cycle. Both regimes were conducted in parallel.
Between-lineage selection. Each treatment consisted of 15 replicates of 8 competing microcosms, and replicates from both treatments were spread evenly across
4 experimental blocks. All microcosms in the CE regime were subjected to the selection regime outlined above; however, following assessment of mat integrity at the
end of phase I, surviving lineages within each replicate were harvested by vortexmixing and dilutions spread on agar plates (Fig. 2a). Extinct lineages (due to mat
collapse/no mat/no SM colony post phase I, or no WS colony post phase II) were
immediately replaced by randomly chosen surviving lines taken from the same
replicate. On rare occasions all eight lines of a replicate were eliminated: in these
instances one line, chosen at random, from the same experimental block, was used
to re-found the replicate. The CP treatment was carried out as above, differing only
following phase I when WS colonies were picked instead of SM colonies (Fig. 4a).
A smaller volume (6.25 3 1029 ml (50 ml of a 8.0 3 106-fold dilution)) was plated
due to the absence of a phenotype-switching requirement for the CP treatment.
Both treatment regimes were implemented for ten generations.
Selection of representative WS genotypes. One single WS genotype to represent
each replicate from the derived CE and CP ‘between-lineage selection regimes’ was
generated after ten generations as described in Extended Data Fig. 1. The representative WS colonies were grown in shaken microcosms (16 h) and stored at 280 uC
for post-selection analyses. This yielded 15 such types each for the ancestral and CP
regimes, and 14 types for the CE regime (bacteria from one CE line could not be
revived from the freezer stock).
A lacZ-marked reference strain (W1-lacZ) for fitness comparisons in the CP
regime (Extended Data Fig. 1b) was generated the same way from 3-day static
microcosms inoculated with a lacZ-marked ancestral strain SBW25-lacZ (ref. 47).
Fitness assay. Lineage- and cell-level fitness was assessed for all 44 representative
ancestral and derived types (Extended Data Fig. 1b). The representative types were
not directly competed against each other but against a single, neutrally marked
reference strain assayed under the appropriate regime: the ancestral and derived
CE types were competed against SBW25-lacZ, and the ancestral and derived CP
types were competed against W1-lacZ. This yielded independent fitness values for
each type (that is, potential interactions between ancestral and derived types didn’t
affect the result), and allowed for estimates and comparison of relative performance for all types.
One lineage generation was performed for each of three replicate fitness assays
for all 44 representative types (as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1b for one CE and one
CP replicate). For each representative type, eight microcosms were each inoculated
with one WS colony in phase I. After mat assessment surviving microcosms were
pooled, and 2 3 1027 ml (200 ml of a 1.0 3 106-fold dilution) (CE) or 5 3 1028 ml
(50 ml of a 1 3 106-fold dilution) (CP) of this mixture plated. The total number of
colonies (in mats) was recorded as a measure of cell fitness. All SM (CE) and WS
(CP) colonies, and colonies of the competitor strains SBW25-lacZ and W1-lacZ
were grown overnight and subsequently pooled as described above (CE regime).
The derived and ancestral types were mixed with the competitor strains in proportion to their performance during phase I (details displayed in Extended Data
Fig. 1b). Six microlitres of this mixture was used to inoculate the eight phase II
microcosms. After three days of static incubation (phase II), microcosms were plated.
The most abundant WS colony morphotype on each plate determined whether the
ancestral/derived representative type or the marked reference type was more successful. The fitness of types representative of each line was calculated for each replicate

of eight microcosms as the number of successful offspring of this type as a proportion of the total number of potential offspring (Extended Data Fig. 1b).
Life-history analysis. Static microcosms (36 per representative genotype) were
individually inoculated with single colonies of the representative WS types (1,584
microcosms in total). Each day, three replicates were destructively harvested, plated,
and the number of SM and WS colony forming units per microcosm was recorded.
phase I was extended from 6 to 12 days, phase II from 3 to 6 days. At day six, propagules were collected for phase II, and microcosms inoculated (18 per type). Each
day, three replicate microcosms per representative type were destructively harvested
and number of SM and WS colony forming units recorded.
SM growth assay. Three biological replicate SM colonies were derived from each
of the representative ancestral and derived CE and CP WS types. Four day static
microcosms seeded from a single WS colony were destructively harvested and plated
(5 3 1028 ml). SM colonies were chosen, grown in shaken microcosms (16 h), and
stored at 280 uC. This procedure was repeated until three biological SM replicate
colonies were obtained. For the types where three biological replicate SM colonies
couldn’t be derived, additional experimental replicates of SM growth rate were
assessed. In a small number of instances no SM types were obtained.
SM growth kinetics were determined in 96-well microtitre plates shaken at
28 uC, and absorbance (OD600) measured in a microplate reader (BioTek). Each
well was inoculated with approximately 104 SM cells in 180 ml King’s medium B
and absorbance measured every 10 min for 24 h. The growth of each biological
replicate was determined in three different well locations on independent 96-well
plates and on separate days. The maximum growth rate (Vmax) was calculated from
the maximum slope of the absorbance over time. The mean Vmax for each representative type was calculated from all biological and experimental SM replicates.
Statistical analysis. For detecting differences in line level fitness between the ancestral and derived regimes, a generalized linear model (error structure: binomial; link
function: logit) with the explanatory variables regime, and representative type (nested
within regime) was calculated. Contrasts revealed differences in lineage level fitness between regimes.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for differences in total number
of cells, number of WS per ml, number of SM per ml (if present), and SM growth
rate between the different regimes. Explanatory variables were regime, and representative type (nested within regime). Post hoc contrasts revealed differences
between the ancestral and their respective derived regime.
Generalized linear models (error structure: binomial; link function: logit) were
used to test for the difference between regimes in life-history parameters during the
course of the experiment. The response variable was ‘proportion of microcosms
with the new type’. Explanatory variables were regime, representative type (nested
within regime), and time. Analysis of variance was performed with the same explanatory variables but for ‘new cell type per ml’, ‘total cells per ml’, and ‘proportion of the
new cell type within a microcosm’. All three variables were Box–Cox transformed.
Contrasts revealed differences between the regimes on the individual days.
Relationships between all parameters were tested using the mean per representative type accounting for regime. Pearson and Spearman rank correlations,
and regressions (line level fitness: generalized linear models with the normal error
structure, and the identity link function; cell-level fitness and number of SM per
ml (if present): general linear models) were performed. SM growth rate, number of
SM per ml (if present), and SM/WS occurrence were Box–Cox transformed.
Colony counts from contaminated plates were excluded from analyses. Sample
size was chosen to maximise statistical power and ensure sufficient replication.
Assumptions of the tests, that is, normality and equal distribution of variances, were
visually evaluated. Non-significant interactions were removed from the models.
All tests were two-tailed. Effects were considered significant at the level of P , 0.05.
All statistical analyses were performed with JMP 9. Graphs were produced with
GraphPad Prism 5.0, JColorgrid (http://jcolorgrid.sourceforge.net), Adobe Illustrator
CC 17.0.0 and Inkscape 0.48.2.
Genetic manipulation. Standard genetic techniques were used to revert mutS
(A1489C) to wild type. This involved PCR amplification of the wild-type sequence
from SBW25 and its integration into the genome of WS22 by homologous recombination facilitated by a two-step allelic replacement strategy using pUIC-3 (ref. 27).
Characterization of G-tract expansion and contraction in wspR was performed by
PCR and Sanger sequencing.
Genome sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted from overnight cultures (each
founded by a single colony) using Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega),
and sent to the Australian Genome Research Facility and Pacific Biosciences, for
Illumina and SMRT sequencing, respectively. Libraries for SMRT sequencing were
prepared on a Sciclone NGS automated liquid handling workstation (Perkin Elmer,
Waltham MA) using a 10-kb automated library preparation protocol (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA) which includes an initial Solid Phase Reversible Immobilization (SPRI) clean-up step, followed by the standard 10-kb library preparation
protocol. Libraries were annealed using 203 excess primer using the standard annealing
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protocol (Pacific Biosciences). Sequencing was performed on the PacBio RSII
using P4-C2 sequencing chemistry, magnetic bead loading, and 3-h movie acquisitions. Sequence reads were mapped against the P. fluorescens SBW25 GenBank
reference and variants were called using SMRTPortal version 2.3. Additional analyses were performed with Geneious 7.1.4.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Representative WS genotypes and fitness assays.
a, To analyse the response of derived lines to selection, a single representative
WS genotype was obtained from each replicate population (set of eight
microcosms) from both ancestral and derived lines. To obtain the
representative set of derived types under the CE regime, SM colonies were
collected from the end of phase I at generation 10 and pooled. The pooled
sample was used to found phase II, at the end of which a single WS-type
representative of each replicate was selected as described for the baseline (see
below). This yielded 14 such types, one representing each replicate. To obtain
the set of baseline types representing the ancestral state, SBW25 was used to
found phase II. At the end of the 3-day period lines were harvested and plated.
The single most abundant WS type from the most densely populated plate was
selected as representative of that replicate. A third set of representative WS

genotypes was obtained from lines evolved under the CP regime. This was as for
the CE regime, but instead of pooling SM at the end of phase I, WS were
collected and pooled. A single dominant WS type was chosen from each
replicate. b, Cell- and line-fitness assays. Lines founded by representative WS
genotypes (from ancestral and derived lineages) were competed against a
marked (blue colonies) reference strain (SM and WS, for the CE and CP
regimes, respectively). Use of the marked reference strain allowed the
competitive performance of all ancestral and derived types to be assessed
against a single common genotype. Cell fitness is the total number of cells in the
mat after phase I, whereas line fitness is the proportion of evolved ‘offspring’
mats relative to a marked reference strain. In total 2,472 microcosms were
assayed (three replicate assays per line).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Line fitness and life cycle perpetuation.
a, b, Fitness of ancestral (a) and derived (b) lines and relationship with capacity
to perpetuate the two-phase life cycle. Data are a breakdown of data in Fig. 3a.
Colour intensity represents the proportion of three replicate microcosms

harbouring the new type (white, absence of new type; dark red (yellow),
presence of SM (WS) in all microcosms). Lines are ordered according to their
fitness as assayed under the CE regime. Grey cells indicate loss of lines due
to extinction.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Life history traits under the CE regime. a, Cell
density of the new type. b, Proportion of the new cell type divided by the total
number of cells. Each circle represents the mean of 42–45 lines (that is,
three replicates for each of the 15 ancestral and 14 derived lines). Lines that

failed to produce the required type were excluded. Black, derived; grey,
ancestral. Error bars are s.e.m., based on n # 15. *P , 0.05, using analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc contrasts.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Growth rate of SM. Growth rate of the ancestral (ANC) and derived SM types from the CE and CP regimes obtained from the
representative genotypes (biological and technical replicates; see Methods). (ANC, n 5 81; CE, n 5 95; CP n 5 81). Error bars are s.e.m., based on n # 15.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Relationship between fitness and associated traits.
a–d, Summary of parameters describing line and cellular properties and the
relationship among these parameters in ancestral (a) and derived (b) CE and
ancestral (c) and derived (d) CP populations. Traits in the evolved populations
(b, d) are depicted relative to their respective ancestral states (a, c): significant
increase (large red circle), significant decrease (small blue circle), and no
significant change (grey circle) using a generalized linear model (error
structure: binomial; link function: logit) for line fitness and WSRSM with
post hoc contrasts; and analysis of variance (ANOVA) for number of cells,
number of WS, number of SM, and SM growth rate with post hoc contrasts.
WSRSM, proportion of lines producing SM during phase I. Arrows indicate
significant regressions and lines indicate significant correlations between traits,
dashed lines indicate trends (0.05 , P , 0.09). The colour represents the
direction of the relationship: red, positive; blue, negative. The significance level
is P , 0.05 using Pearson and Spearman rank correlations, and regressions
(line level fitness: generalized linear models; cell-level fitness and number of SM
per ml (if present): general linear models). Individual cell properties displayed in
a and c are identical for the ancestral state in both CE and CP regimes, but
measures of line fitness are regime-specific, and transform the associations

between parameters. Parameters that relate positively to line fitness in the CE
regime negatively affect line fitness in the CP regime, and vice versa (a versus
c). For example, in the CE regime, the number of SM cells and the rate at
which WS cells give rise to SM cells positively regresses on line fitness (red
arrows, a), whereas only the number of WS cells shows a positive regression
with line fitness in the CP regime (red arrows, c). The relationships between
parameters in the ancestral populations predict their evolutionary trajectory in
each regime. After 10 generations of line selection the relationships between
cell- and line-level parameters significantly altered in both CE and CP regimes
(b and d). Line fitness improved in both regimes, thereby imposing selection on
parameters that were linked to line fitness in their respective baselines. In the
CE regime enhanced line fitness is explained by a significant increase in the
capacity to transition from WS to SM and is not explained by enhanced
performance of single cells: the fitness of single cells either remained unaltered
or declined. Increased line fitness can be seen as a product of selection at the
higher (group) level. In marked contrast is the CP regime where improved line
fitness is readily explained by changes in traits that improve the competitive
ability of individual cells. Enhanced line fitness in the CP regime can be
interpreted as a by-product of selection at the lower (cell) level.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Cycling through phases. Ancestral and derived
lines differ in their capacity to transition between phases of the life cycle. Three
replicate populations of the two ancestral and derived lineages with the highest
fitness: 71, 73 and 16, 17, respectively, were founded by the representative WS
type and plated to check for SM types. Whereas ancestral WS took 48 h to
generate detectable levels of SM, the two derived WS populations contained a
mixture of WS and SM colonies, such that even at the time of initial inoculation,

both types were present. SM colonies were then used to found populations
that were plated to check for WS types. Ancestral lineages 71 and 73 completed
two cycles before extinction through failure to produce SM, whereas derived
lines 16 and 17 completed five cycles before termination of the experiment.
Colonies were photographed after 48 h of growth. Notable in the evolved lines
is the visible presence of zones of SM cells surrounding the central WS colony.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Mechanism of life cycle transition. a, Outline of
the evolutionary history of line 17 from its founding by ancestral SM1 SBW25
through ten generations of the life cycle, by which time a mutS mutation had
arisen. At the eleventh generation, the mutS (A1489C) mutation in WS22 was
reverted to wild type (mutSWT) by in vitro manipulation. The two WS22 lineages
(with and without the mutS mutation) were taken through three additional
‘expedited’ life-cycle generations, although with a cycling period of 24 h for
mutS (A1489C) and 48 h for mutSWT. Genome sequences were acquired from
five different time points (SM1, WS8, WS22, SM27 and WS28, indicated by
surrounding boxes). For details of mutations see Supplementary Table 1. b, The
mutS-dependent genetic switch. Four independent cultures of the generation11 WS (WS22), with and without the mutS (A1489C) mutation, were passaged
through an additional three ‘expedited’ generations of the life cycle

(WS22–WS28). The nucleotide sequence of wspR was determined at each
stage. Depicted is the tract of guanine residues beginning at nucleotide 742:
WspR is active (and the phenotype is WS) when the tract length is seven
residues, but inactive (and the phenotype is SM) when the tract length is
eight. Red arrows show slippage events resulting in the gain or loss of a single
guanine residue. Transitioning between phases is more reliable (fewer
extinction events) and more likely to occur via the tract of guanine residues
in the presence of mutS (A1489C). Lines of mutS (A1489C) were passaged on
a 24-h cycle; mutSWT lines were passaged on a 48-h cycle (on a 24-h cycle
mutSWT lines were extinct before the first generation completed—ancestral
lines are incapable of transitioning on a 48-h cycle). Extinction events occurred
whenever the extant phase failed to produce the next stage in the life cycle;
death of a line allowed birth of an extant lineage (diagonal arrows).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Life history traits under the CP regime.
a, Proportion of lines producing SM. b, Total cell density. c, Cell density of
the new type. d, Proportion of SM cell types divided by the total number of cells.
Each square represents the mean of 45 lines (that is, 3 replicates for each of
the 15 lines); however, for c and d lines that failed to produce SM were excluded.

Black, derived; grey, ancestral. Error bars are s.e.m., based on n # 15. *P , 0.05,
using a generalized linear model (error structure: binomial; link function:
logit) and post hoc contrasts for a; and using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
post hoc contrasts for b–d.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Differences in life history parameters

a, Differences in line fitness, cell fitness and life-history traits between ANC, CE and CP regimes. Results from generalized and general linear models are shown. Values for ancestral lines are the same for all
parameters measured during phase I, whereas line fitness differs between ancestral CE and CP regimes. Rep. type, representative WS genotype; #WS, number of WS at day 6 within a mat, #SM X, number of SM at
day 6 within a mat (SM 5 0 were excluded); X, Box–Cox transformation; WSRSM, proportion of lines producing SM during phase I. b, Differences in life history traits between ancestral and evolved CE regimes over
time. Results from generalized and general linear models are shown (all three parameters were Box–Cox transformed). Bold denotes significance at the level of P , 0.05.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Relationship between fitness and life history parameters

a, CE regime, and b, CP regime. X denotes parameters that were Box–Cox transformed to meet requirements of normality and equal variance. WSRSM, proportion of lines producing SM during phase I. Above the
diagonal are tests for the ancestral regimes (grey), below for the evolved regimes (black). Bold denotes significance at the level of P , 0.05.
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